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ON A CONJECTURE BУ NASH - WILLIAMS 
Ján NINČ.ÍK, Košice 
Abstract: This note brings forward an example dispro­
ving the following conjecture by CSt.I.A. Nash-Williams 
[1]: Let 3> be a directed graph with m, 2. S vertices. If 
the in-degree as well as the out-degree of every vertex of 
Jb is & ~x- , then in «9 at least two edge-disjoint ha-
miltonian circuits are admitted. 
Key words: graph, hamiltonian circuit 
AMS, Primary: 05C20 Ref. Z. 8.83 
We show that every two hamiltonian circuits of the graph 
& in Fig. 1 have a common edge. To do this we associate to 
S the rooted tree T in Fig. 2 as follows: The root X^ 
is the image of x^ . (Because of the symmetry of (J the choi­
ce is arbitrary.) The neighbour* of X^ are the images 
I a , Ij , Xs of the neighbours X± , x $ , * s of x 4 . Ana­
logously it is proceeded with X% , etc., until the vertex 
X-j, appears in T which is the image of such a vertex of 
S from which there is an edge directed to x^ . If the 
length of the path from X^ to X± is 5 , this path is the 
image of a hamiltonian line in (J . Doing this with all ver-
- 135 -
tices -X$> , JC3 , X$ and their neighbours etc. we get all 
the hamiltoniaii lines in <? starting with X4 9 and in 
that way all the hamiltonian circuits of Of . (Of course, if 
in construing the branch through X 3 or Xs a vertex ap-
pearing already in the second branch through 3Ca *-
s metf 
this vertex need not be considered in this second branch.) 
In that way from the tree T the graph S is seen to ha-
ve four hamiltonian circuits no two of which are edge-dis-
joint. 
Problem: Given a positive integer ffi , determine the 
maximum number f (m, ) such that every directed graph on 
ffi vertices admits f C/tv) edge-disjoint hamiltonian cir-
cuits, supposing in addition that all in-degrees as well as 
<7V 
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